Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics

SPSS Tip 10.3
Robust paired-samples t-test
The syntax for a robust paired-samples t-test (Robust paired-samples t-test.
sps) is the same as for the robust independent t (SPSS Tip 10.2) apart from the
function itself, which is yuend(). This function takes the general form
yuend(scores in condition 1, scores in condition 2, tr = 0.2)

In our example we end up with:
yuend(mySPSSdata$No_Cloak, mySPSSdata$Cloak, tr = 0.2)

The scores in condition 1 are the scores in the no cloak condition. In the data
editor for the paired-samples example this is the variable No_Cloak. However, I
have written mySPSSdata$No_Cloak because R recognizes variables as belonging to data frames and mySPSSdata$No_Cloak means the variable No_Cloak in the
data frame mySPSSdata. Remember that mySPSSdata contains the data pulled in
from the SPSS data editor, so another way to translate this would be as the variable
No_Cloak from the data editor. The scores in condition 2 are the scores in the cloak
condition, which have similarly specified as mySPSSdata$Cloak. The tr relates to
the amount of trimming to the data. By default 0.2 (20%) is trimmed, but you change
this value to 0.1 for a 10% trimmed mean, or 0.05 for a 5% trimmed mean and so on.
As with the robust independent t-test, if you want to use this test on your own data
the only part of the syntax you need to edit is to replace the words ‘Mischief’ and
‘Cloak’ with the names of the variables representing your two conditions (remember
to retain the mySPSSdata$ before the variable name) and adjust the trim proportion
if you want something other than a 20% trim.

the Variables list and click , then select No_Cloak and click . Select the Variance Known option
and type 1.3 in the cell labelled Variance Value. The value of 1.3 is obtained by squaring the standard
deviation of difference scores in Output 10.9 to convert it to the variance. Using the variance for the
data simplifies things (we don’t need to set a prior for the variance) but as you get more experience you
might want to estimate the variance too. To compute Bayes factors and estimate the model parameters
select
.
Imagine that prior to collecting data we believed that the difference between the number of mischievous acts committed with and without an invisibility cloak would be 1 but you were prepared to
believe that it could range from about −1 to 3. In other words, you believe the most probable outcome
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